
The Magical Basketball Players 
 

There is a basketball player nicknamed The Flame. He got that name because when 
he dunks he does it so hard that you see flames.  One day when he was leading his team to 
victory he dunked so hard that he knocked somebody all the way through the wall. Then 
when that guy came back he was dunking faster than The Flame. When The Flame saw 
that that guy could dunk faster then him he got mad. 
  

Then they had another game but The Flame lost. He had a rematch with the guy 
who could dunk faster than him. They tied, and The Flame learned the guys nickname.  It 
was The Bolt but not the one that runs races. 
 

They became friends. It turned out that The Bolt was raised by killer unicorns. The 
Flame was confused, but it turned out it was true. The Flame figured out that he was raised 
by flaming magma monsters. They figured out that there was a magical basketball league. 
 

They went to magical fire unicorn land and went to the court. They got on the same 
team and started to play. The Flame was dunking every five seconds and passing to The 
Bolt while The Bolt was going so fast nobody knew he was there. The Bolt was dunking and 
the people were confused why the scoreboard was saying their team had such a high 
score. The Flame let up the back board and The Bolt was doing back dunks. 
 

They won 1,000 to nothing. When they played their next game, the other players 
were scared. They won that game somehow 100,000 to nothing. They went to their third 
game, but this time the other players were not even nervous. They played, but this time the 
score was 50 to 49.  Their team won barely. Now they decided to name their team The 
Thunder because The Bolt was the lighting and The Flame was the fire that it leaves.  
 

At their fourth game, they won 100 to 90. On their last game, the other team was big 
and buff and gave every other person besides The Flame and The Bolt a bad injury. It was 
a two on two game because of fouls and injuries. It was the two toughest guys vs. The 
Flame and The Bolt. They played for hours, and it went in to triple overtime. At the end, The 
Thunder team won 999,999,999,999,999 to 999,999,999,999,998. It was a very close game 
plus The Thunder team broke the world record for how many points made in one game.  
 

After that, they had a very big celebration, and they got over 1000 medals and 
awards. They also had a world record of getting the most rewards. Then, one day when The 
Bolt was about to make his 100,000,000,000,000th dunk, he fell and broke all his ribs. Right 
after, a killer unicorn impelled him through his back. He lived, but he could not walk or use 
his legs ever again. He also had a hard time breathing because his right lung had a bad cut 
on it. 
 

After all his pain, he could finally at least use a wheelchair. The Flame was so sad. 
 He cried and cried.  Then he decided to play and make every shot he made dedicated to 
The Bolt.  After The Flame’s game he decided to find a way to get The Bolt a way to play 
basketball.  He went to science school and got a degree in robotics.  He made The Bolt 
some new robot legs that worked just like his plus some new ribs. He also got a nurse to fix 
his right lung. 



 
 Then they started to go to the magical olympics and got into the American basketball 
team. When they started playing they noticed that the other teams were way better than the 
teams at the magical basketball league. On their first game, it was close.  They won 39 to 
38 because they made one free shot at the end of the game. At their next game they 
decided to play the best they would ever play. Instead of just winning they broke their own 
record with 1,000,000,000,000,000 points. Instead of them getting 4 more scoreboards, 
they got 5. 
 
 They went all the way through until the last game and won 999 to 899. They won the 
magical basketball olympics!  After that, somehow they both lost their super powers. It was 
sad because they had to leave magical fire unicorn land. After all of that they were still good 
at basketball. The coach of the Heat let them play NBA on their team. Their first game they 
learned how to play with the team, and they won 200 to 50. Then, they were off to Chicago 
and played against the Bulls and won 50 to 45.  
 
 At their last game of the season, they smoked the Nets 60 to 0. Later that day they 
went out-to-eat, and so many people wanted autographs that the place exploded. They 
signed everyone’s paper and photo, but they had to go get to a game.  They were going 
against the Lakers and couldn’t be late. They called their private helicopter and flew out of 
there. 
 
 After they beat the Lakers 60 to 15, they went to their next game and went against 
the Hawks. When they played, they were about to help each other slam the hardest dunk 
ever. The power in the dunk was so hard that it gave them their powers back. Plus, it broke 
the backboard. They had the biggest celebration ever.  Their family came and gave them all 
kinds of cool stuff like presents and medals and money. 
After the celebration, they did one last dunk.  It was cool. 
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